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Caithlin De Marrais’ nimble 
physique alludes to her past as a 
classically trained dancer. Slim 

and sprite-like with a wavy red bob, she 
speaks at length of the DIY scene of the 
early Nineties American Midwest from 
which her band sprang, along with others 
like The Promise Ring and Joan Of Arc, 
from playing shows in their basement to 
opening for Sleater-Kinney on their very 
first tour. She and bandmate Kyle Fischer 
first met at a poetry workshop whilst 
attending the University of Wisconsin; 
she was studying poetry and planned 
to be a writer, he had just dissolved 
his band Ezra Pound and happened to 
be studying German literature. Rainer 
Maria Rilke was the intersection that 
united them, and so fittingly Rainer 
Maria was the moniker they assumed 
for themselves. Caithlin had only been 
playing bass for three months at the time 
and vocal duties were split between her 
and Fischer, with William Kuehn joining 
them on drums. Neither Caithlin nor 
Kyle’s musical backgrounds (dance and 
drums, respectively) really lent themsel-
ves to singing, so the band consequently 
developed their own distinctive sound 
– boy-girl vocal interplay, half-sung, half-
shrieked, always exuberant and always, of 
course, poetically inclined.

The term ‘emo’ was thrown around 
in those first few years, long before emo 
morphed from an indie sub-genre to a 
commercial radio monster that eclipsed 
the music it most wanted to pay tribute 
to. But where emo gets by on being 
flagrantly ‘sincere’ or ‘heartfelt’, Rainer 
Maria are simply earnest and discerning, 
and never more so than with their fifth 
album Catastrophe Keeps Us Together, 

their first studio release since 2003’s 
Long Knives Drawn, and their first with 
new label Grunion Records. The record 
marks a new evolution in the band’s ten-
year plus history. A large part of any 
poetry is not always what’s said, but what 
isn’t said, and that’s where Rainer Maria 
consistently manage to trump other 
bands they’ve shared a stage with. There 
is nothing contrived in what they have to 
say, or indeed in how they say it. 

In the beginning, their sound was 
raw and the verses were tied up in heady 
metaphors. The balancing act of Kyle and 
Caithlin’s vocals, especially on early fan 
faves like Tin Foil or Artificial Light, created 
a dizzying, euphoric effect, tangling the 
listener in abstract lyrics - “the skyline is 
two gazes long”, “your chest is a cage for 
my letters” and “why is this technology an 
anathema to me?”, for example. Speaking 
briefly of other poetically inclined artists, 
Van Morrison and Joni Mitchell come up, 
and Caithlin recalls that producer Mark 
Haynes once described them as being 
“like folk music with loud drums”.  

Now based in Brooklyn, Marrais 
claims that the band have been moving 
away from those original folk sensibilities, 
which, coupled with their punk DIY 
ethic, made them so distinct. So whilst 
their early work might leave the listener 
careening, Catastrophe… sits them down 
with a firm hand on their shoulder. The 
approach is more direct and concentrated, 
and quite a step away from the dual nature 
of those first few albums. At the forefront 
of the band this time is little bass-wielding 
Caithlin, handling vocals on her own, 
navigating us through the single theme 
articulated in the album title, threading 
all of the songs together. 

Humanistic rather than artistic urges 
take over on this album. Caithlin says she 
has grown more confident with age, moving 
away from her misanthropic tendencies, and 
instead of keeping listeners at a distance by 
hiding her meaning in metaphors, speaks of 
wanting to pull listeners close and whisper 
in their ear. Over the years, her voice has 
ripened from a chirpy girlish croon into a 
honeyed instrument that crests climactically 
over words like “You were strong and clever 
/ and I didn’t know any better” in stand-
out number Burn. There are still traces of 
the prolific Rainer Maria-type treatment 
on verses from I’ll Make You Mine, where 
Caithlin sweetly inquires with the utmost 
elation: “Can you name all the bones in my 
body / can you make all the tones in my 
head / what you couldn’t find in books / and 
you’ve broken every spine / is that I’ll make, 
I’ll make you mine.” 

Inspired by recurring nightmares of 
the world ending and the moon falling out 
of orbit, Castastrophe Keeps Us Together  
is an ode to the awe, terror, confusion  
and, ultimately, the epiphanies that dis-
aster inspires. On the surface level, the 
album is about endings, be it the end of 
civilization or the end of a relationship. 
Rainer Maria’s core fanbase of indie 
veterans may be surprised at the new 
direction they’ve taken and the restraints 
they’ve placed on poetic license, but 
with each new album comes a new 
influx of fans who might’ve still been 
weening themselves off of ‘The Lion 
King’ soundtrack at the time of the band’s 
conception, anxious to emote and identify 
with the wisdom of Rainer Maria. n

Catastrophe Keeps Us Together is available on 
import now.
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